Report of ICLAS-Sponsored Activity

Recipients of ICLAS funding (individuals or organizations) must complete the applicable sections of this report. Mark “not applicable” in any sections that do not apply to the activity. The information provided helps our members to understand how ICLAS funds are used to support laboratory animal science.

Date of this report: (month/date/year): 20/6/2022

Name of organization making the report: Chinese Association for Laboratory Animal Sciences (CALAS)

Name and title of individual filing the report: Zheng Huiting, in charge of international exchange and cooperation

ICLAS Regional Committee that supported the funding request: (Europe, America, Africa, Asia, Australia/New Zealand, Other) Asia

Name or title of the activity that was supported: ICLAS Online Laboratory Animal Science Training Scholarship 2022

Date(s) of the activity: We can’t give the exact day now as it depends on the time of successfully becoming the global partner of AALAS. CALAS has been trying to contact AALAS to become a global partner of AALAS recently.

Location of the activity: Beijing, China
Brief description of the activity (100 words maximum):

This proposal was submitted in 2018 and approved for ICLAS funding 2019. However, it could not be completed and funding was not paid to CALAS. ICLAS Governing Board met in 2021 and suggested that the proposal is revised for ICLAS funding 2022 and to separate one proposal of each association. The scholarship name was adjusted to ICLAS Online Laboratory Animal Science Training Scholarship. In June, 2022, CALAS decides to become a global partner of AALAS, and now CALAS is trying to contact AALAS to ask what kind of documents CALAS should provide to AALAS to become a global partner of AALAS. Once CALAS successfully becomes the global partner of CALAS, CALAS will purchase the enrollment seats for scholarship recipients. We can’t give the exact day now as it depends on the time of successfully becoming the global partner.

Specific use of ICLAS funds: The group enrollment cost.

Was ICLAS identified to participants as a sponsor? No.

Number of people involved (for example meeting attendees, or scholarship recipients): currently we only have eight scholarship recipients.

Any additional comments: No.

May we post a report of this activity on the ICLAS web page? Yes.

Return the completed report to the chair of the regional committee that supported the funding request. A copy should also be sent to info@iclas.org.